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South East Water gender pay gap report
This document details information relating to the gender pay gap within South East Water in April 2019. 

We are committed to reducing our gender pay gap and have set challenging targets over the next five 
years to ensure we achieve this. 

Nearly half of our workforce are women and most are employed within our customer service teams and our 
directly employed call centre function. In contrast, we outsource our operational labour which is mainly 
occupied by men and the majority of our senior roles are also occupied by men. If we used an opposing 
business model, it would have a positive impact on our gender pay gap. These factors are the main 
contributors to our gender pay gap, which this year is 25 per cent. 

We have continued with our initiatives to review our recruitment processes, support our Women at 
Work group, provide coaching and mentoring support for those on our talent development programme, 
review our job evaluation system and encourage women to choose a career in STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Maths). In addition, we are currently reviewing our family friendly policy and encouraging 
more flexible working, to aid our employees who have caring responsibilities.

Paul Butler
Managing Director
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What are we doing about our gender pay gap?
We continue to work hard at reducing our gender pay gap and have set challenging targets to achieve 
this over the next five years. This includes an ambitious aim to move towards a 50 per cent female 
senior management team by 2025. At present, we have more male managers at a senior level and more 
women in lower paid roles and this is the primary driver of our gender pay gap this year. Also, different 
business models will drive different pay gaps. For example, we directly employ our call centre function 
and outsource our operational labour, whereas other similar companies have chosen alternative models 
generating a more positive result for their gender pay gap. However, we are dedicated to working hard on 
our long term commitment to progress women through the company and support their opportunities for 
recruitment into senior roles.

RECRUITMENT
We commissioned an external piece of research to 
be undertaken by MBA students from ESCP Business 
School, to give us an unbiased view of where we could 
improve our approach to increasing gender and wider 
diversity. We will continue to focus and take action 
on recommendations from this research, many of 
which have already been implemented. This includes 
an increased on-line presence on our commitment to 
increasing gender diversity.

We already apply gender neutral text with all of 
our advertising, present anonymous CVs for the 
shortlisting process, use structured discussions when 
interviewing and balance our candidate shortlists 
and interview panels to encourage diversity. We 
have recently rolled out unconscious bias training to 
all managers to assist in their selections during the 
recruitment process. We also plan to implement a 
policy of removing names from CVs to ensure that they 
are totally anonymous and structure our recording of 
interview responses, so that any potential unconscious 
bias is removed from the selection process.

Our positions are advertised with an option of reduced 
working hours wherever possible, including those for 
senior management positions. We want to attract the 
right people for the role and to maximise their work/
life balance, so we offer flexible working across our 
workforce. 

In line with our responsible business commitments we 
are encouraging the next generation of water workers 
through our education programme. We attended 29 
STEM (Science, Technical, Engineering and Maths) 
events during 2018/19 to encourage more young 
women to consider this career.

We are constantly monitoring the range of candidates 
applying for each role to see if improvement is 
required with our advertising, to continue to widen 
the talent pool of applicants.

WOMEN AT WORK GROUP
Our Women at Work group this year has benefitted 
from women in leadership training to specifically 
help women who want to progress in our company. 
Our recent sponsorship of the Womens Utilities 
Network, the first water company to do so, will bring 
additional networking and training possibilities to our 
organisation. 

OUR TALENT
Our Talent programme has identified managers 
for potential development and 64 per cent of 
those selected this year are women. A full training 
programme has been put in place to support these 
managers towards further career development within 
the company.

COACHING AND MENTORING
We have a team of trained coaches and mentors 
across the business, at all levels including the 
Executive. We utilise this resource to help develop 
employees who want to advance in the business, 
as well as supporting those who are promoted or 
returning from maternity leave. 44 per cent of all 
promotions this year were awarded to women, 
which is comparable with the balance of women in  
the company.

SALARY REVIEWS
We are continuing with a full review of our job 
evaluation system, to ensure that there is a clearer 
career progression path. This has meant restructuring 
our current system to achieve better defined pay 
bands. We will continue to assess how we undertake 
our annual salary review to ensure that this does not 
unintentionally bias against lower paid workers.

At April 2019 our gender pay gap was 25%
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MANAGERS SPLIT

63%

58% 42%
MEN/WOMEN EMPLOYEE SPLITTOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

864*

£18.34 £13.73

Men Women

Our gender pay gap is 25 per cent. It 
remains higher than the national average 
for last year of 18 per cent. 

UK gender  
pay gap

18%

£18.34

25%

£13.73

OUR AVERAGE HOURLY RATE
The average hourly rate is calculated by taking all monies earned and dividing by the number of hours 
worked. This includes overtime, callout, other allowances, and bonuses. 

*This figure excludes employees not on full pay due to absence.

MEDIAN HOURLY RATE
The median hourly rate is the middle number in the list of all of our men and women employees’ 
hourly rates. 

£15.08 £11.56

Men Women

Representing  
a gap of

23%

37%
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PAY QUARTILES – WHY ARE WE SHOWING QUARTILES?
Each quartile represents 25 per cent of the workforce. The lower quartile shows the lowest paid 25 per 
cent of the workforce, while the top quartile shows the highest paid 25 per cent of the workforce. These 
figures show that we have more women in the lower quartiles and more men in the upper quartiles, where 
the senior management roles are reflected.

QUARTILE ONE
Lowest earners 

total 216

34%

66%

74 142

QUARTILE TWO
Lower middle earners  

total 216

48%

52%

104 112

QUARTILE THREE
Upper middle earners  

total 216

75%

25%
161 55

QUARTILE FOUR
Highest earners 

total 216

75%

25%
162 54

363

58%
501

42%

EMPLOYEES
Total 864
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BONUS PAYMENTS
We operate two bonus schemes at South East Water. A small number of senior managers (predominantly 
men) achieve annual bonuses based on individual and company performance and our customer service 
employees (predominantly women) achieve monthly bonuses based on individual and contact centre 
performance. This explains why more women in the organisation receive a bonus but the average bonus 
payment for men is higher.

Men Women

% Difference

83%
MEAN BONUS GENDER PAY GAP*

26.5%
MEDIAN BONUS GENDER PAY GAP*

96

225

18%

PROPORTION OF MEN  
RECEIVING A BONUS*

54%

PROPORTION OF WOMEN  
RECEIVING A BONUS*

413

*These figures include everyone employed on 5 April 2019.
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£7145.50

£1050

£1204.18

£771.78


